
EAGLES NEWS
ROUND 11 -  29TH JUNE – 30TH JUNE 2019

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE  
Hi Everyone,

The weather God’s were on our side for 
round 11, with very little impact to games 
for the club, however some additional 
games moved to Rofe Park from the Manly 
Bomber’s home ground, Weldon Oval. 
We were fortunate enough to be gifted an 
additional 5 games of Youth Footy, where 
we were able to show once again how well 
we do it in Eagle land! 

We also had our new Flare Banners on display highlighting our 
Clubs teams across Hornsby, The Northern Lights and North West 
Lightning as well as highlighting our fantastic Sponsors, Dynamic 
Motion Physiotherapy, Bendigo Bank and Hornsby RSL. It really 
dresses the ground up well and again highlights the great work that 
our players, parents, spectators and Sponsors do each and every 
week.

Some great football was on display across all teams again this week, 
with all Hornsby, Northern Lights and North West Lightning teams 
displaying a great level of Football which is played in the spirit of the 
game. Unfortunately we had a number of teams that were impacted 
by Forfeits from opposing teams meaning that the impacted teams 
have an extended 3 week break. 

As we lead into the business end of the season for all the competitive 
teams, the school holiday break comes at just the right time to rest 
some of the niggling injuries and rest the bodies up for what is going 
to be an exciting run into the finals series. At this stage we have 
most of our teams that will be vying for a finals appearance come 
August. 

Our Auskick numbers continue to grow every week as word spreads 
about our great club culture and experience that we have on display 
at Rofe. 

Parents and kids alike are loving their Sunday mornings which is 
evidenced by our huge Auskick numbers, which are the largest in 
the North West Region! 

Well Done to Brendan and the entire Auskick team for providing 
such a great environment. 

We now have a couple of weeks off for the School Holidays with 
Footy returning on Sunday 21st July. Enjoy the break and please 
check with your coaches about training for the next couple of weeks. 

See you around the Grounds

Paul Stafford
Club President
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ROUND 12 - 21ST JULY 2019
EAGLES JUNIORS:   
Team Opponent Time Venue

Auskick 8:30 AM Rofe Park

U8 Red Bye

U8 Blue St Ives Whie 9:30 AM Acron Oval

U9 Blue Westbrook 
White 

8:00 AM Rofe Park

U10 Red Pennant Hills 
Red

6:30 PM Ern Holmes Oval 
(FRIDAY)

U11 Div 2 Pittwater Tigers 
Dusty

11:00 AM Narrabeen 
Sports High 
School

U12 Div 2 East Sydney 
Bulldogs

10:20 AM Rofe Park

NORTHERN LIGHTS:   
Team Opponent Time Venue

U13 Div 2 Pennant Hills 
Demons

1:00 PM Rofe Park

U14 Div 1 Glebe Newtown 11:25 AM Jubilee Oval

U14 Div 3 Glebe Newtown 2:05 PM Jubilee Oval

U15 Div 1 Willoughby 
Mosman Swans

3:05 PM Gore Hill Oval

U17 Div 1 Kellyvill Rouse 
Hill Magpies

4:00 PM Ern Holmes Oval

U17 Div 2 East Sydney 
Bulldogs

1:05 PM Ern Holmes Oval

U17 Div 3 Willoughby 
Mosman Swans

2:35 PM Ern Holmes Oval

NORTHWEST LIGHTNING:  
Team Opponent Time Venue

U10 Blue Willoughby 
Wildcats

9:10 AM Rofe Park

U12 Lane Cove Cats 
Swanson

2:00 PM Blackman Park

U14 Red 
Div 2

Pittwater Tigers 
Yellow

1:15 PM ELS Hall 3

U16 Div 1 Canada Bay 
Cannons

10:15 AM Ern Holmes Oval

U16 Red 
Div 2

Balgowlah Suns 2:30 PM Rofe Park

U18 Div 2 Maroubra Saints 12:00 AM Pioneers Park
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Mikayla Hain
Full name: Mikayla Hain 

Nickname/s: Mickey

Which AFL team do you support?:  
The mighty Swans 

My Eagles history: I started playing AFL in the 
U13/3s mixed team in 2016.  I recently became the 
first female for the eagles to play 50 games.

Favourite / most memorable moment as an 
Eagle: Playing my 50th game.

During the week, I…: go to school at Killara High, 
and training and watch AFL games.

Hobbies or special interests: Play AFL

Hidden talent: I can wiggle my ears

Favourite holiday destination: Melbourne

Tell us something interesting about you: I live 
so close to Rofe, I can hear all the whistles each 
weekend.
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MERCHANDISE UPDATE:
We have received a heap of new Off Field Merchandise ready for parents and kids to kit themselves up in great new Eagles 
Gear. Over the coming week you will see that the store in the Eagles Team App will provide you the opportunity to purchase 
the new gear. We do still have some sizes on back order, however will be able to provide more details on what we now have 
in stock. Products and prices as follows:

JACKETS 
(Adult Sizes Only) – S/M/L/XL

$55.00ea

HOODIES 
(Adults and Kids Sizes) 

$45.00ea 

POLO SHIRTS  
(Adults sizes only) 

 $40.00ea

BEANIES

$20.00ea
CAPS 

$15.00ea
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EAGLES TEAM SONG 

We are the mighty Hornsby Eagles,
And we always play to win.
We give our all for Hornsby

And we’ll fight through thick and thin.
For we’ll win our club a premiership,

For we are the greatest team.
The red, blue and yellow for ever,

For the Eagles are supreme!

EAGLES TEAM CHANT 

Who are, who are, who are we?
We are the team from the HFC

Hornsby, Hornsby, RAH, RAH, RAH
Hornsby, Hornsby, Best by far!

H.O.R.N.S.B.Y.
HORNSBY!!

NORTHERN LIGHTS TEAM SONG 

Side by side we play we pride
We are the Northern Lights

With an Eagles Fly and a Bulldogs bite  
we are the Northern Lights

When it gets rough, we show our stuff
And we’ll tough, tough, tough,  

till they’ve had enough
For we never, ever, ever, give up the fight

We are the mighty Northern Lights, We are the 
mighty Northern Lights, 

WE ARE THE MIGHTY NORTHERN LIGHTS!

NORTHWEST LIGHTNING TEAM SONG 

Girls of Northwest
Yellow, Red and Blue

Hornsby, Penno, Westbrook
Lightning through and through

With a Lightning flash, a lightning strike
We’ll give our very best

You cant beat the girls from the lightning team
The mighty girls of Northwest!

OUR SPONSORS
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U8 RED
Report not received

U8 BLUE
HBE U8 BLUE vs WESTBROOK U8 BLUE

ROUND 11,  30/06/2019

Mike Kenny Oval

The weather was perfect at the Mike Kenny Oval for the game 
between Hornsby Berowra Eagles Blue and Westbrook Blue. The 
Eagles warmed up in the sunshine with some goal kicking practice 
before play began. This proved to be important during an exciting 
match.

Lawrence opened the first quarter scoring with a goal that 
Westbrook replied to with one of their own. Ryan then collected a 
long kick from Jesse from which he scored a behind. The Eagles 
backs were busy, and Jeremy made an excellent goal line save 
to prevent another goal for Westbrook. Jeremy, Jesse, Holly and 
Spencer kept Westbrook to two behinds under sustained pressure, 
but when the Eagles did break forward Lawrence kicked his second 
goal. Westbrook replied with another goal before the end of the 
quarter, so it was them leading 14-13 when the hooter sounded.

Westbrook began the second period very well scoring two goals 
and two behinds before the Eagles troubled the scoreboard with a 
behind by Will. Sarah, Jesse, Lachie and Holly in defence scrambled 
another goal line clearance before getting the ball to Spencer in 
midfield who setup Will for another goal. Spencer, Ben and Ryan 
started to gain control of midfield and the quarter ended after a goal 
from distance by Ryan, a behind from Jeremy and a goal by Poppy. 
The Eagles led Westbrook 33-28 after a thrilling first half.

The Eagles stretched their lead with two goals by Will to begin the 
second half. The game then flowed from end to end and during this 
spell Westbrook managed three goals and six behinds, interspersed 
with a goal and a behind from Will. The score was level at 52 each 
before Ryan kicked the last goal of the third quarter to see the 
Eagles holding a narrow six-point advantage, but a player down as 
Holly had taken a facial knock. 

It was all to play for as the teams took the field for the last term 
and Holly bravely returned to the action in defence. Will and Sarah 
scored behinds before Jeremy kicked two maximums. Westbrook 
then scored a one pointer before Jeremy kicked his third goal in 
this quarter after neatly side stepping his defender. Still Westbrook 
came back with two behinds and a goal to get within 12 points. 
Jeremy kicked a behind, and a goal from Lachie stretched the lead 
to 85-66. A late goal by Westbrook made the final score 85 to 72 in 
favour of the Eagles. The pre-match kicking practice paid dividends 
with the Eagles scoring 13;7 to 10;12.

Both teams left the ground to loud applause. Every player had 
contributed to a very entertaining game. All the Eagles can be 
delighted with their performances and efforts. Jeremy was awarded 
player of the match for his four goals and excellent all-round display.

Quarter Scores: Q1: 2.1(13) 2.2(14) Q2: 5.3(33) 4.4(28) Q3: 9.4(58) 
7.10(52) Q4: 13.7(85) 10.12 (72)

Goals: Jeremy (4) Will (4) Lawrence (2) Lachie (1) Ryan (1) Poppy (1)

Comments: ‘Best game of the season so far’ by supporters of both 
teams.

Report by:  Steve Barton

U9
Hornsby Berowra U9 (72) vs North Ryde Dockers (1)

ROUND 11 - 30 June 2019

ELS Hall  

After a very narrow win in their first round encounter, the team 
arrived primed and ready for a tight tussle against the Dockers.

The first quarter was a one-sided affair with the backs not seeing 
much action as the ball failed to make it into the defensive third. Led 
by Isaac O’Hehir, the midfield provided some silver service to the 
forward line allowing Archie Floyd, Tyler Stead and Luke McCarry to 
tune in their goal radars and all of a sudden the eagles had skipped 
out to a 27 point lead.

Some positional changes at quarter time saw the forwards turn 
into backs and the backs into forwards. This didn’t slow the scoring 
however as Ben Fieldus and Emmett Salke both registered majors 
strongly supported by Matthew Tijou.

The 3rd quarter evolved into a bit of an arm wrestle through the 
mid field seeing Thomas Kesby pull off several intercept marks to 
effectively thwart any Dockers forward raids. Harry Croft and Noah 
Green were also kept busy registering game high touches, running 
into space and combining well to feed the ball forward eventually 
seeing Archie and Lucas Allan slot a couple of later quarter goals.

With the game well and truly won, the eagles could have been 
forgiven for taking their foot off the gas but are to be commended 
for listening to coach Tim’s instructions and moving the ball around 
through some nicely weighted kicks and hand passes. Alastair 
Dowling had his strongest match so far, fighting hard for every ball 
and shutting down any late rear guard docker resistance. Simon 
Smith also registered his first major of the season after toiling hard 
all game and swooping on a loose ball before smoothly chipping it 
through.

The siren eventually sounded to bring an end to proceedings of 
what was an entertaining match. The Dockers are to be commended 
for never dropping their heads and continuing to battle away and 
playing in a good spirit.

With eleven different players contributing to the scoreboard it was a 
great team effort by the eagles who have improved enormously as 
the season has progressed.

An exclamation mark was put on the victory with a boisterous 
rendition of the club chant.

Well done eagles.
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A two week break in play should see the team raring to go for the 
final four games of the season. Enjoy the Sunday morning sleep-ins 
folks!

Best: Players of the week; Matthew Tijou & Alistair Dowling 

Report by:   Neal McCarry, Team Manager.

U10
Report not received

U11
Report not received

U12
Report not received

NL 13.2
Northern Lights U13 (88) vs Pittwater Tigers Dusty (19)

ROUND 11, 30 June 2019

North Narrabeen Reserve

1st Quarter

Today’s game started with perfect weather conditions at North 
Narrabeen Reserve. Within minutes Lukas had kicked the first 
two goals, which set the tone for the days game. This was quickly 
followed by goals from Blake W, Lukas again, Kieran for the fifth goal 
of the quarter and then Cooper kicked our 6th goal for a total 36 to 
nil by the end of the first quarter. Early on it became apparent that 
this was going to be a very physical game as Damien took his first of 
what would be many knocks – like the terminator, he just kept coming 
back for more. Harley Low, Jack Halton and Lockie Smith all showed 
unselfish play to get the ball where it needed to be. Jack took a strong 
mark and didn’t hesitate as he sent the ball Jaeden’s way with great 
accuracy – Jaeden took the mark on his chest moving the ball onto 
Lockie Smith who kicked the ball a distance that would make most 
dad’s envious! By the end of the first quarter, the score was 6 goals, 0 
behinds for a total of 36 to 0 goals, 0 behinds and 0 total.

2nd Quarter

Second quarter started with another early goal from Lukas, set up by 
Josh, Tim and Jake who demonstrated a great passage of play. The 
next goal was all Jake, after one bounce and shove in the back he 
recovered to steady and kick our next goal. Then it was up to Juan 
to take a towering mark straight from the clouds, quickly followed by 
another impressive mark from Tim who consistently finds space to 
get the ball. Toby M found himself up against 3 opposition plays and 
held them off the ball, supporting Jake to kick for point. At this point 
of the game the boys are seeing great opportunities and playing with 
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confidence. Hugo showed real determination to get the ball to Max 
who was then able to kick the ball for a point. Next up we saw nearly 
half the team demonstrate what’s expected of them, starting with 
Jude taking a mark and ending with Jake securing his second goal 
for this quarter. Lukas deserves a mention at this point for showing 
good self-control after receiving a late tackle, by the opposition, and 
remaining unfazed. By the end of the second quarter, the score was 
9 goals, 2 behinds for a total of 56 to 0 goals, 0 behinds and 0 total.

3rd Quarter

Straight into the third quarter and Lochie took a screamer on the burst 
– what an amazing mark, and it was lucky no one was in front of him. 
Josh followed up quickly with another cracker and this set up Juan for 
a goal. It’s at this point that the opposition get their first points on the 
board and the mercy rule is applied. Toby R provided strong defence 
against opposition # 10 (the Karate Kid) and stuck to him like glue. We 
could tell the opposition were becoming frustrated as play intensified 
and Damien again showed strength of character. Another passage of 
play say the ball go through the hands of Jaeden, Lockie and Hugo 
to be kicked for a point by Blake M. The boys are now coming up 
against physical play and they’re not taking the bait, Jack showed 
real courage successfully taking on and tackling an opponent nearly 
twice his size. By the end of the third quarter, the score was 10 goals, 
3 behinds for a total of 63 to 2 goals, 0 behinds and 12 total.

4th Quarter

The fourth quarter started with a massive kick down the field from 
Lockie and another blinding tackle by Jude as he locks onto his 
opponent like a guided missile! Hugh’s persistence pays off as the 
ball finds it’s way to Lukas. With one bounce, and a 30 metre kick he 
sends the ball through the big posts for another goal. At this point 
Thomas shows great courage going in hard, given the oppositions 
frustration at this point of the game. A special mention has to be 
for Lochie’s steal, which left the opposition wondering what just 
happened. And if that’s not impressive enough we then saw Hugh 
kick the ball to Damien who managed to pull off a specky bicycle kick 
and our next goal – thanks very much!!  Hugh’s involved again as 
he gets the ball and helps set up play for Lukas to kick another goal 
and Blake M shows no signs of backing off with the strong tackling 
that’s consistent throughout the game. Josh takes a mark, steadies 
the pace and creates an opportunity that Tim takes full advantage 
of as he kicks our behind quickly followed by our next goal and the 
siren sounds after another tenacious tackle by Blake M. By the end of 
the fourth quarter, the score was 14 goals, 4 behinds for a total of 98 
and they reset the score board before we could see the oppositions 
final score. 

¼ by ¼:    1st Qtr 6.0v 0.0, 2nd Qtr 3.2 v 0.0, 3rd Qtr 1.1 v 2.0, 4th Qtr 
4.1 v 1.1, Final 14.4-88 v 3.1-19.

Goals:  Lukas (6), Jake (2), Juan (1), Damien (1), Cooper (1), Tim (1), 
Kieran (1), Black W (1)

Report by: The Robinsons

NL 14.1
Report not received

NL 14.3
Northern Lights U14 Div 3  (5.2-32) v Forest Lions (13.3-81)

ROUND 11 Sunday 30th June 2019

Mike Kenny Oval

The Northern Lights U14/3’s ran out for the last game of the day in 
very cool conditions as the sun was setting on Mike Kenny Oval . It 
was a big milestone match for Alex who was playing his 50th game. 
The Lions were always going to be a tough team to beat, sitting 
second on the table.

It didn’t take long for first points with a Lions goal after only a couple 
of minutes. However, the Lights responded well scoring a good 
reply with a goal to Harrison after some good lead up work in the 
middle from Ryan. This was followed by a behind to Lenny which 
saw the Lights take the lead. The Lights gave away a free kick and 
the remainder of the quarter proved to be tough with the opposition 
able to score several goals in succession to take a 5.0-30 to 1.1.7 
lead into the first break.

The Lions continued with their strong attack to open the second 
quarter with another three quick goals to start the quarter. As the 
lights at Mike Kenny were switched on, the Lights too lit up with a 
good goal to Ryan. The Lions responded with another of their own, 
however the flow of points was stemmed with a good defensive 
mark by Riley.  A long range attempt from Harrison for a behind was 
the next scoring play before a goal to Seth only seconds before the 
break allowed the Lights to finish the half on a positive note. 

The second half started well with a good mark to Harrison. A strong 
effort meant the Lights were able to keep the ball down the right 
side of the field for the first five minutes before the Lions were 
able to take it to the other end and open scoring, following up with 
a quick behind and then another goal.  Varen was able to settle 
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things down with some good defense.  Then some great reflexes 
by Miles to snatch the ball out of the air and prevent what would 
almost certainly have been another Lions scoring play led to a good 
passage of play for the Lights, with Alex kicking to Ronin for a mark 
and then a goal off the ground for Harrison. The Lions scored one 
final goal for the quarter to take a 12.1-73 to 4.2.26 lead into the final 
change.

The opening minutes of the final quarter started impressively for the 
Lights with a great mark to Lenny and some solid work by Charlie up 
front. Alex then scored a well-deserved goal in his milestone match. 
Although the Lions were able to get one more goal and a couple of 
behinds the Lights showed great spirit to make the last quarter a 
really close contest.

¼ by ¼: Q1 1.1 vs 5.0: Q2 2.1 vs 4.0: Q3 1.0 vs 3.1: Q4 1.0 vs 1.2  Final 
5.2-32 vs 13.3-81 

Report by: Mark Alexander (Parent)

NL 15.1
Northern Lights V East Coast Eagles U 

ROUND 11 – 30 June 2019

Mike Kenny Oval

Round 11 and our first match up for the year with the newly formed 
East Coast Eagles, it was 3rd place on the ladder v 4th and with 
some old team mates of Nugget, Kody, Connor and The rock, there 
was a little extra incentive to play well. Unfortunately, Connor and 
Josh were still out injured, but we were lucky to have Willis, Cam, 
Jack, Luka and Liam from the under 14’s. 

First Quarter

Despite an unusual quietness before the game, The Lights came out 
firing. Spider was immediately on top in the ruck and provided first 
use of the footy to Bertie, Kody and Damo and it wasn’t long before 
the ball was locked deep into our forward line. Our first major of the 
day came from the big Bertie Beatle bulldozing through traffic and 
finishing with a nice 30m goal.

Reset and the midfield drove the ball deep into attack again. Despite 
the Eagles best efforts, the half forward line of Dan, Fraser and 
Stix were ensuring there was no respite. Special K presented well, 
grabbing a couple of nice contested marks and kicking the next two 
Lights majors. The openness of the forward line was working well 
open, allowing him to ragdoll his opponent one on one.

The midfield continued to dominate with Nuts and Jono getting 
their share of the footy across the wings and half forward as well. 
The Lights next major came from a strong contest at the top of the 
square, and then a freakish Dan K snap straight back over his head.

With Special K and Noah taking their turn on the ball, the drive out of 
the centre continued. The final major for the term was a great piece 
of team footy. Dan K presented strongly at half forward and went 
back to take the shot. The Lights cleared out the forward space and 
both Kody and Damo lead strongly. Dan hit Kody with a pinpoint 
pass and The Iceman did the rest, never in doubt!

At the end of the first quarter The Lights led 5.3.33 to 0.0.0.

Second Quarter

At the start of the second quarter, The Eagles decided to drop a 
couple of extras behind the ball to try and clog up the space in the 
forward line

The Lights got the first clearance with Spider finding Damo on the 
burst, who in turn snapped one around the corner to find the ever 
cool Iceman, Damo continued to run hard into space where Ice hit 
him lace out and The Lights were away.

The extra numbers started to pay off for The Eagles with their 
rebound off halfback, the problem of course being the Rock, 
Nugget and Chook all standing in their way. The Rock was marking 
everything in sight and Nuggets reading of the play and intercept of 
the ground ball was outstanding. Chook was cleaning up the scraps 
wherever he could and driving the ball deep into attack

The half forward line of Fraser, Skills Hills and Bao were working 
extra hard despite being outnumbered. This soon paid dividends 
with Skills and Ice both taking solid marks and kicking truly.

At half time The Lights led 8.4.52 to 0.0.0

Third Quarter:

For the start of the second half Ethan took over the ruck duties and 
Nugget had a run through the middle with Damo and Ice. Bertie and 
Spider moved to half back.

Ethan was well on top in the ruck and the midfield, led by Noah 
and Nugget, had plenty of drive. Will and Rhys were having a run 
across half forward to help provide a more physical presence given 
the extra Eagles numbers. Despite being under the weather, Rhys 
was bringing a great physical presence to every contest. Nuts was 
running riot on his wing gathering possession at will.

The most notable thing about this quarter was the way our loose 
men across half back cleaned up everything in sight. The Rock, 
Chook and Spider let nothing past and their ball movement and 
decisions they made were the catalyst for numerous forward thrusts.

Special K was providing a good target up forward and another 
contested mark saw him kick his third (could have had six). Nuts also 
chipped in with a nice goal rewarding him for his hard running all day.

At the three-quarter time break, The Lights were up 10.7.67 to 0.0.0.

Fourth Quarter:

With the mercy rule now in place, The Eagles had an extra two take 
the field, this seemed to be just that little extra motivation for the boys.

After an initial move forward, The Lights took control. Nugget was 
running through the midfield and found his way forward into space 
taking a grab and registering a rare goal. In an almost carbon copy, 
Nugget marked again in the forward 50 before unselfishly laying it 
off to Skills, who kicked truly for his second of the day.

In another unselfish act, Special K took a big grab in the square 
before handballing over the top to Damo for the easiest of goals. 
Damo had the chance only seconds later to lay one off to Ice over 
the top but chose to burn him like a bushfire before hitting the post.

In a final act for the day that typified the game, wrecking ball Rhys 
laid a bone crunching tackle on an Eagles player that had the crowd 
wincing and the Coach applauding.
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When the final siren blew The Lights were victorious 13.11.89 to 0.1.1.

Coach

PS What a fantastic job by the Big Chook Chris Fogden boundary 
umpiring, having said that their bloke was pretty ordinary and it is 
all relevant.

Report by:   Stuart Pauly

NL 17.1
NORTHERN LIGHTS U17 DIV 1  9.3.57  VS  WESTERN SUBURBS 
MAGPIES 8.11.59  

ROUND 11 – 30th JUNE 2019

WAGENER OVAL

Our Round 11 match was against Western Suburbs Magpies at 
Wagener Oval.

Q1;  The Magpies got the jump on us from the opening bounce 
and despite some good play by the Lights boys we soon found 
ourselves down by 4 goals. We got one back through Blake late 
in the Qtr to close the gap. Our mids really had their work cut out 
to keep us in touch. The backs were starting to make an impact, 
forcing the Magpies to kick a couple of behinds and we were able 
to bring the ball down to our forwards to get 1 of our own. 1/4 Time 
score was Magpies 4 - 2 - 26   Lights 1 - 1 - 7.

Q2 ;  The Lights were able to come right back in this term, with the 
backs and half backs winning contests to supply the mids plenty 
of opportunities to move the ball into our forwards which they did 
really well. The momentum had swung our way and Noah soon had 
us cheering with a fine goal.  Ben Webb stood tall with a contested 
mark and calmly put it straight over the goal umpires hat. The 
backs did a top job keeping their forwards under control. The mids 
kept the ball moving and the forwards presented targets for them. 
Xander was next to kick a goal. Then Ethan scored a cracker off his 
right foot. The Magpies were able to score 1 goal 4 before we added 
1 more point to outscore the Magpies 25 to 10. 1/2 time score was 
Magpies 5 - 6 - 36  Lights 5 - 2 - 32.

Q3 ;  The Magpies were playing a niggling game to try to put us 
off our game. Ethan scored his second goal early in the Qtr but the 
“Pies” kept our backs defending hard and they added 2 goals 3 to 
their score. Zac took the game on to score a good running goal to 
keep us in touch on the board. 1 further behind to us made 3/4 time 
score was Magpies  7 - 9 - 51 to Lights 7 - 3 - 45

Q4 ;   The final term was all about possession. The Lights hit targets 
by hand and foot with Blake bagging his second goal from a set 
shot. Mitch came away from a contest to kick his goal and the Lights 
hit the lead with 6 minutes remaining. The Magpies came back 
with a point but great defensive running put the ball back into our 
forwards. When the ball came back into the middle of the ground 
a free kick to the Magpies resulted in them scoring a goal just 
before the hooter. Final score... Western Suburbs Magpies 8 - 11 - 59  
Northern Lights  9 - 3 - 57

Well played guys, small moments can make a big difference in any 
game. Welcome back to Ethan.

Goals: Blake Charters 2, Ethan Grace 2, Noah Hoyle 1, Ben Web 1, 
Xander Vink 1, Mitch Fisher 1, Zac Morris 1

Report by:  Dan Weathers (Team manager)

NL 17.2
Report not received

NL 17.3
Report not received

NWL U10
Report not received

NWL U12
NORTHWEST LIGHTNING YG 12 (17.14.116) vs MOSMAN SWANS 
(0.0.1)

ROUND 11 - SUNDAY 30 JUNE 2019

MIKE KENNY OVAL

Summary of Game

Mike Kenny Oval was bathed in sunshine – a stark contrast from 
our previous game at MKO which was in the driving rain. Conditions 
could not have been better for football.

Mosman Swans are fielding a young team and have struggled for 
wins this year, so that gave us the opportunity to try some girls out 
of their normal positions.

The first quarter was a tight affair, with Lightning’s strong defence 
the difference between the two sides. Jess and Rebecca both 
played their roles in the forward line and got our scoring going.

The second quarter was tighter again, and we struggled to get 
any real fluency into our ball movement. However, the defensive 
pressure was still good, and the midfield and backline did their part 
to stop Mosman from scoring. At the end of the quarter, Lightning 
had a healthy lead, but the gap between the teams didn’t seem that 
large.

After halftime, and Simone going into the ruck for the first time, 
everything started to gel and the Lightning team started playing 
some quality team football. More movement, more shepherding, 
and more handballs led to attractive free flowing football. Rachel 
was the chief destroyer on the scoreboard, kicking three goals for 
the quarter.

With game over as a contest, the positions were shuffled around 
again for the fourth quarter. Rebecca played in the ruck for the first 
time and she did an excellent job. The girls played with freedom, 
and kept the ball locked into the forward line to generate a lot of 
scoring shots, with Cass and Jess both capping off fine games with 
a pair of goals each.
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In the end it was a comfortable win, but more importantly the girls 
put in a very solid effort and we had the opportunity to practice 
some skills in a match situation that we had been talking about in 
training. Ally, Chloe and Ruby in particular had their best games for 
the season.

We have a two week break for the school holidays – training will still 
be on for those who are not going away.

Score

 North West Lightning Willoughby Wildcats

 Goals Behinds Total Goals Behinds Total

Q1 3 5 23 0 1 1

Q2 5 8 38 0 1 1

Q3 10 9 69 0 1 1

Q4 17 14 116 0 1 1

Goals

Jess 4, Rachel 3, Cassidy 2, Rebecca 2, Charli 1, Erin 1, Evelyn 1, 
Hayley 1, Simone 1, Sophia 1

Report by Chris McArthur

NWL U14
Report not received

NWL U16.1
NORTHWEST LIGHTNING YG 16/1 (3.0-18) vs WILLOUGBY 
MOSMAN SWANS YG 16/1 (3.7-25)

ROUND 10 - SUNDAY 23 JUNE 2019

ROFE PARK, HORNSBY HEIGHTS

Our girls played their hearts out against the Willoughby Mosman 
Swans on Sunday 23 June at Rofe Park, Hornsby Heights.

The game was locked at no score for most of the first quarter. 
Ali, Kellie and Lucy B led the mid-field challenge around the ball 
and created pressure on the opposition’s ball handling. It was an 
incredibly fast-paced game and as usual, we witnessed outstanding 
ruckwork from Emma to force the Swans into defensive play. 
Our mid-field committed to contesting the ball, with some great 
teamwork from Bronte and Taylah. The girls showed incredible 
courage when contesting the ball on the ground and supported 
each other with shepherding. Some great tackling from Lucy B, 
Ciara and Jess Duncan along with some fast breaks from Madi, held 
the ball in the midfield for most of the quarter.

Momentum swung in the second quarter and if not for outstanding 
defence from Keeley and Macky, as well as distance kicking from 
Emalee, the score would have swung further Willoughby Mosman’s 
way. Thanks to the efforts from Bella, Emily and quick play by Jess 
Dargan, the scoreboard continued to reflect the even and hard-
fought contest, with only two behinds to the Swans.

The third quarter was our stand-out with an awesome overhead 
mark by Beth and a successful goal which was set-up up by Kim. 
The girls created pressure to force the Swans to kick 4 behinds. 

In a low scoring game, our girls continued to contest the ball from 
one end of the oval to the other. Madi moved the ball to open 
ground to play to our speed along with some great ball handling 
skills from Ali and Lucy B. Quick hand passing from Bronte, Emalee, 
Lucy W and Taylah demonstrated how important team-play is to 
holding possession. The quarter ended with Lightning leading the 
scoreboard from a third term goal scored by Emma just before the 
three-quarter time siren.

The final quarter was a nail bitting end to a highly contested 
game. Kim kicked a third goal which was set-up by Beth. While the 
momentum might have swung to Willoughby Mosman, our girls 
committed to some outstanding defence. There was a wipe-out 
tackle from Keeley and an unrewarded tackle by Beth within kicking 
distance from the Swans’ goal line. Willoughby Mosman took the 
lead after kicking another behind and 3 goals in quick succession, 
late in the final quarter.

During the game, Willoughby Mosman had 10 scoring shots to our 
3. While the scoreboard failed to completely reflect the courage and 
commitment shown by our girls, we all saw 100% effort from every 
Lightning player! 

¼ by ¼: Q1 0.0 v 0.1 Q2 0.0 v 0.1 Q3 2.0 v 0.4 Q4 1.0 v 3.1

Goals: Beth Easton, Kim Lombard, Emma Richards

Report by Scott Easton

NWL U16.2
Report not received

NWL U18
Report not received


